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1: The Mountain Valley War (Very Good) Louis L'Amour Western | eBay
The novel titled Mountain Valley War was appropriate because it involves a lone gunman who settles in the mountains
near a small town. Unfortunately. A Texas rancher wants the property around the town and to the base of the
mountains.

There is no man so great but that another waits in the wings to fill his shoes, so the attention caused by such
acts is never favorable. Yet, such men as Cub Hale did not care. They wished to kill and destroy because it
enhanced their own image in their own mind. He did not consider the law as applying to him, but only to those
vague "others. It was first published in A group of settlers have laid claim to land in the Idaho hills. Hale is
one of those ruthless, greedy bastards who has gone through life having his own way. He owns the town and
the law and now has his sights set on the acres staked outside Cedar Bluff. His son, Cub Hale, is a psychopath
who gets his kicks killing anyone who slights him. Nita Reardon runs the gambling hall and saloon. Lance
Kilkenny is the "loner" gunman, wishing only to live in solitude and peace. He has no taste for killing and has
hung up his guns for the peaceful life of a rancher. These characters are all western archetypes and the basic
plot of the novel has been told thousands of times. From a hidden valley to a fistfight. There are a number of
shootouts and a brutal prize-fight at the town fair, described in great detail. No one else seemed interested in
them, so it was up to me to take them home. Same with the good guys, all described as good and honest and
hard working men who built the west with their good and honest hard work. You just want to see the bad guys
eat lead without all the by-the-way historical detail. Usually his stories are lean, and mean, trimmed of
unnecessary filler. Still, I enjoyed the book and looked forward to the final showdown, even if I already knew
how everything would turn out.
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2: Read e-book online The Mountain Valley War PDF - Garrison Designs Book Archive
Holed up in a cabin in the Idaho hills, the mysterious man who called himself Trent wasn't looking for trouble. It came
looking for him.

Lance Kilkenny earned a reputation as a gunfighter, not by searching for trouble but by doing what he had to
do. Trying to escape his past, he changed his name to Trent and started a new life as a rancher in Cedar Bluff.
Click here to see the rest of this review "King" Bill Hale was a rich and powerful man that ran Cedar Bluff as
he saw fit. He looked upon all men as inferior and had never been on the losing side of anything. Hale decided
that he wanted what he called all of the "nesters" out of the land surrounding Cedar Bluff even tho they had
legally filed on the land and it was rightfully theirs. Killing Moffitt was a warning to all the other "nesters"
that they had better clear out. In an effort to cover his attempts at running off the "nesters" , Hale invites some
politicians to Cedar Bluff for a celebration and Prize Fight in order to impress them and gain their favor.
While there Hale planned to mention the problem he was having with the illegal squatters on "his" land so that
if word ever got out the law would believe that Hale was in the right. Kilkenny realizes that the only way to
protect the ranchers is for him to speak with the politicians himself and explain what was really happening.
Knowing that he would be shot on sight if he tried to approach the town, Kilkenny arranges to be in the Prize
Fight where he plans on speaking to the politicians from the ring. After goading Hale publicly into accepted
bets on the fight, Kilkenny defeats Tomball Turner which bankrupts Hale. Upon realizing that he has for the
first time in his life suffered a defeat, Hale commits suicide rather than be publicly ruined and go to jail. His
son, Cub becomes enraged and swears vengeance on Kilkenny. In a classic confrontation, Kilkenny and Cub
have a showdown in which Cub is defeated. With Hales influence and corruption now over, Cedar Bluff
begins to rebuild. Kilkenny can now peacefully start his new life and marry his longtime love Nita Riordan.
Best part of story, including ending: Apart form the obvious good vs. Best scene in story: Before the prize
fight, Hale is on top of the world. Opinion about the main character: Kilkenny has a sense of justice. The
review of this Book prepared by S.
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3: Mother Earth News - THE MOUNTAIN VALLEY WAR
"The Mountain Valley War" is the last Kilkenny novel. Once again our hero is minding his own business. He is up in the
mountains of Idaho building up a small ranch.

History[ edit ] Mountain Valley water originates at a protected spring just west of Highway 7 North,
approximately twelve miles from downtown Hot Springs. In , pharmacist Peter E. The brothers renamed the
water Mountain Valley after a small community nearby. Latta, Samuel Fordyce, and Samuel Stitt House as
principal investors and company officers with Peter Greene remaining as local manager. Ownership of the
spring was transferred in , when August Schlafly of St. Louis Missouri, already a major stockholder in the
company, and his family became sole owners. An apocryphal tale holds that two strangers, traveling home to
New York from Hot Springs by train, were in the dining car, and each produced a bottle of Mountain Valley
for his respective table. This coincidence led to much conversation and then an agreement to form a fifty-fifty
partnership for a Mountain Valley Water Company franchise in New York. Upon exchanging business cards,
media mogul William Randolph Hearst discovered that his new partner was the well-known gambler Richard
Canfield , a man against whom his newspapers were conducting a fierce campaign. By the s, Mountain Valley
Water was being served in the United States Senate , and in , distribution began in California, making
Mountain Valley the first bottled water to be available coast to coast. The two-story, Classical Revival brick
building was built specifically to house a mineral water depot. A third level was added in to house a
Japanese-themed dance hall, with accommodation for a live band. In , the Schlaflys sold the company to a
group of distributors under the leadership of John G. Sammons sold the company in April to the current
private ownership. New York based CO OP Brand Co, illustrator Two Arms Inc, and Colorado based Land
Design collaborated to create the new image and branding for the company in [1] Health benefits[ edit ] In an
effort to discover what ingredient or ingredients made this spring water different from its competitors and
beneficial to those with chronic disorders, the company encouraged the clinical and biochemical study of the
water and its possible therapeutic effects in the s and s. Clinical tests at hospitals in New York, St. Louis, and
Philadelphia demonstrated improvements in the health of patients suffering from kidney and liver disorders
and rheumatism as a result of drinking Mountain Valley Water. Louis, and Houston further investigated the
connection between the low-sodium content of the water and its alkaline buffering ability. The extensive
testing of the spring water enabled the company to present a strong and successful defense to allegations by
the Food and Drug Administration that its advertising claims were too broad and exaggerated. Following a
heart attack in , President Dwight Eisenhower drank the water on the advice of his physician. Consumption of
the water has not been limited to humans: While of course individuals are free to purchase it, states like NY
will not allow state money to be used to purchase it for any State events of at state-funded institutions.
California and Massachusetts have similar laws preventing the use of taxpayer funds on these products.
4: Mountain Valley War - A novel by Louis L'Amour
The Mountain Valley War 11 editions. By Louis L'Amour. Go to the editions section to read or download ebooks. The
Mountain Valley War.

5: Detailed Review Summary of The Mountain Valley War by Louis L'Amour
This book may have 2 titlesA Man Called Trent and The Mountain Valley War. The Kilkenny books were reprinted
out-of-order, so make sure you read the synopsis of each book and don't receive 2 of the same under different titles.

6: The Mountain Valley War | Louis L'Amour Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Detailed plot synopsis reviews of The Mountain Valley War When a powerful rich man tries to drive homesteaders off
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their land, it is up to a retired gunfighter to stop the injustice. Lance Kilkenny earned a reputation as a gunfighter, not by
searching for trouble but by doing what he had to do.

7: Mountain Valley Spring Water
Holed up in a cabin in the Idaho hills, the mysterious man who called himself Trent wasn't looking for trouble. It came
looking for him. A trigger-happy kid named Cub Hale emptied his gun into an unarmed man.

8: Editions of The Mountain Valley War by Louis L'Amour
The mysterious Trent, holed up in a cabin in the Idaho hills, wasn't looking for trouble, but it came looking for him. A
trigger-happy kid named Cub Hale emptied his gun into an unarmed man and then came swaggering after Trent.

9: The Mountain Valley War by Louis L'Amour (, Paperback) | eBay
Sure enough, he found himself in a Mountain Valley War on the side of the minority. The minority is a majority when they
find out who Trent really is! He is non other than Kilkenny, the fastest gun around and the greatest fighter too.
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